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Sir Stitch has forged headway into the market with a quick solution for
on-the-road wardrobe emergencies. The company recently launched
their inaugural mini sewing kit exclusively on Amazon.

(Newswire.net -- April 22, 2015) New York, NY -- The new Premium Sewing
Kit Supplies launched by Sir Stitch is said to be the ideal handy kit in the
case of any mishaps on the road. Wardrobe malfunction can occur
anywhere at any time. The new sewing kit provide all the essential supplies

for creating and mending any type of fabric.

The Sir Stitch Premium Sewing Kit  includes spools of thread, a pair of scissors, a thimble, a fabric pencil, pins, needles
buttons and a 25 inch measure tape, making it one of the most reliable on-the-go sewing kits on the market.

The kit is said to be deliberately created for instances on the road that can be embarrassing. It is deemed the saving
grace for just about anyone that is prone to experiencing any type of everyday wardrobe malfunction.  The kit serves to
repair ripped clothing, holes and loose buttons. 

The Sir Stitch Premium Sewing Kit comes in a handy pocket-size case that resembles a CD case.  Despite the
inclusion of 64 pieces of sewing tools, the set is neatly arranged and lightweight making it very convenient while being
out and about. 

Sir Stitch went all out with their emergency mending set by including several bonus items that can solve any most
emergency.  Additionally, the company goes a little further by providing a bonus e-book with step-by-step picture
illustrations showing quick repair and mending techniques.  According to S. Hanna, a satisfied Sir Stitch customer, “As
a mom of small children, this has been a lifesaver on several occasions. The case is much sturdier than the cheap kits
commonly carried in most stores, I expect it to last several years.”

About Sir Stitch

Be Ready for your Next Emergency! Learn Quick and Easy Beginner Sewing Tips and Techniques In Just Minutes!
Premium Sewing Kit for Travel, Home and Emergency Use, Mini Sewing Kit and Supplies for Girls & boys, Kids &
Adults, High Quality case & Sewing Accessories
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